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ABOUT THIS COURSE
Cybersecurity has become an attractive spectrum f or prof essionals who
want to advance their careers and improve their management skills.
That 's why CUNITECH Inst itute o f f ers a prof essionally developed online
course accredited by The Cert if icat ion Service of  the United Kingdom.
Throughout this online course, students will learn to establish, monitor,
and enf orce security policies and become prominent cybersecurity f igure
that drives an organizat ion in the right direct ion. Securing organizat ions
against cybersecurity threats is one of  the most crit ical aspects of  the
modern operating environment. To succeed, organizat ions must ensure
that they have a reliable and e f f ect ive cybersecurity management
system and the appropriate technological and human resources to
address exist ing and emerging issues.

CUNITECH Inst itute's Cert if icate in Cybersecurity Management is designed
to help students prepare f or leadership and management posit ions in
protecting and leading cybersecurity management inf rastructures. In
this CPD-cert if ied online course, the students will gain a comprehensive
understanding of  cybersecurity management principles, methods,
f rameworks, and techniques that can be applied to cybersecurity in a
general sense. Moreover, students will also learn how to identif y, assess,
and art iculate risks, as well as develop the mit igation procedures f or
ensuring the saf ety of  your organizat ion. 

In addit ion, other details f or this course are presented below:

An estimated 6 hours to complete the course at your own pace completely
online.

 Receive a prestigious, CPD certified award to recognize your achievement.
Lifetime Access to the professionally developed course.

1.  

2.
3. 
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WHAT THIS COURSE INCLUDES
In this course, the students will be introduced to a prof essionally
developed learning f ramework that will help them to thoroughly and
crit ically assess organizat ional cybersecurity requirements, improve
cybersecurity management capabilit ies, and understand the appropriate
methods f or responding to IT  risks and threats at the organizat ional level.
The course is comprised of  six (6) manageable modules, which were
proport ionally divided into sections that will support  the learning process
of  the modules, with each module providing a specif ic outlook start ing
f rom the f undamentals of  cybersecurity, the cyber risks, and threats that
a cybersecurity manager should be aware of , and moving towards the
comprising elements of  cybersecurity management. 

The course begins with a detailed introduction to the f undamentals of
cybersecurity, then emphasizes the importance of  knowing and learning
about cybersecurity risks and threats, developing an appropriate level of
governance, and establishing a unif ied cybersecurity culture with risk
management procedures to mit igate cybersecurity risks and threats.
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THIS COURSE WOULD BE FOR YOU, IF:
You wish to become a cybersecurity manager to lead your organization through

the complex modern cybersecurity environment.
 You have a purpose of understanding the impact of cybersecurity

management in the modern competitive landscape. 
 You wish to have your knowledge and understanding recognized by a CPD-

certified online course that exemplifies the most required cybersecurity
management capabilities.

1. 

2.

3.
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The second module of the Cybersecurity Management online course covers the
fundamental concepts of cybersecurity, delves into information security
concepts, IT management, the evolution of cybersecurity, and highlights the
importance of cybersecurity for individual users and organizations. In addition,
each topic in the second module includes visual learning elements such as
videos of real-world scenarios, interviews with the most renowned industry
experts, and infographics from the world's leading research and consulting
companies.

WHO SHOULD TAKE THIS COURSE?
The Cert if icate in Cybersecurity Management online course aims to
improve your cybersecurity management capabilit ies in detecting cyber
risks and threats, and how to appropriately respond to this exposure at an
organizat ional level. This online course is ideal f or inf ormation security
entry or mid-level prof essionals who want to improve their knowledge,
perf ormance, and leadership capabilit ies in the cybersecurity realm. T
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WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
The following online course has been populously designed with professionally
developed content that includes interactive media and e-learning activities
supported with traditional means of learning activities that are derived from
professional resources and literature.

MODULE 1: CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS
The first module of the Cybersecurity Management online course covers the
fundamental concepts of cybersecurity, delves into information security
concepts, IT management, the evolution of cybersecurity, and highlights the
importance of cybersecurity for individual users and organizations. In addition,
each topic in the first module includes visual learning elements such as videos,
etc.

MODULE 2: CYBERSECURITY RISKS & THREATS
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MODULE 3: THE CLOUD AND CYBERSECURITY
This module concerns the relationship between the cloud and cybersecurity. The
module initiates with the fundamentals of cloud computing, the cloud services
that are provided today, their current utilization and application, the risks and
threats associated with the cloud, as well as how cloud security helps centralize
protection. Furthermore, the module includes visual learning elements such as
illustrations and videos of real-life cybersecurity scenarios which expand on the
relationship between the cloud and cybersecurity.

MODULE 4: CYBERSECURITY GOVERNANCE
This module elaborates on the significance of cybersecurity governance and its
mechanisms. In this module, the students will learn about the process of
developing cybersecurity strategies, the information security management
system mechanism, the regulations and policies, the importance of enforcing
training and development, as well as management information systems as
critical cybersecurity governance elements. In addition, the module includes
visual learning elements such as videos and illustrations for enhancing the
learning experience and supporting the content.

MODULE 5: CYBERS RISK MANAGEMENT
This module covers the topic of cybersecurity risk management which integrates
the fundamental risk management strategies with the cybersecurity factors.
Moreover, the module encompasses the processes of conducting risk assessment
and evaluation, the available risk management frameworks, the development of
incident response plans, as well as the importance of business continuity
planning for organizations in the modern era. Furthermore, the module includes
visual learning elements such as videos and illustrations that support the student
in comprehending the lessons that the module provides.
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This module elaborates on the incorporation of  cybersecurity in
organizat ional culture as a mechanism of  raising awareness and
mit igating risks and threats, and the importance of  developing internal
cybersecurity skills f or all levels. Next , the module goes through the
concept of  organizat ional culture, the importance of  promoting cyber
hygiene, developing cybersecurity awareness training, the relat ionship
between cybersecurity and innovation, as well as the crit ical process of
change management. These topics are supported by a variety of  visual
learning elements such as videos and illustrat ions that are combined
with the learning content to emphasize the importance of  developing a
cybersecurity culture.

MODULE 6: CYBERSECURITY CULTURE
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MODULE 7: CYBERSECURITY ISSUES
The final module of the course elaborates on the issues and challenges that
surround the cybersecurity management spectrum. The module includes topics
about the importance of securing access control, the risk of data and
information theft, the rise of cyber espionage, the issues caused by the rapid
development of novel technologies, as well as the risk mitigation strategies for
establishing a secure digital environment in response to the current dynamics
supported with videos and infographics that further explain the current and
arising issues in cybersecurity.
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At CUNITECH Inst itute, we uphold the values of  quality education and
content development; our developers have given caref ul attention to
developing quality content that incorporates the knowledge and insights
of  cybersecurity experts and prof essionals. The course emphasizes the
importance of  integrating a proactive approach that allows the student
to develop skills in preventing cyber risks and threats, as well as
detecting adversaries and malicious sources with actionable techniques.

The f ollowing course integrates modern and interactive methods of
content development with tradit ional learning components in order to
provide the most prominent level of  learning and knowledge exchange
and to ensure that the learning experience outputs high levels of  results.
The course is comprised of  a total of  6 modules that are broken down
into 4  manageable unit  sect ions that comprise the modules. The
progression through each module enables the student to f urther progress
in the path of  prof essional development, and concluding with the
mult iple-choice quiz, which will make you eligible f or achieving your
prof essional CPD cert if icat ion.

HOW YOU WILL LEARN
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 Utilize the available online instructional material that contain every information
that you need to know regarding the course. 

 Learn about the concepts and spectrums derived from professional researches
and examples. 

 Incorporate the knowledge that is gained from the modules into the final
assessment quiz to receive the certification.

1.

2.

3.
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
In order to partake in the course, you will be required to have access to a
computer and the internet along with an email account, which will serve as the
connection point between your account and the Institute. The course is may be
selected from the presented collection on the CUNITECH Institute website; once
you have found your desired course, you add them to the cart and proceed to
the checkout. After you conclude the purchase, an automatic confirmation email
will be sent to your email so that you can begin learning with CUNITECH Institute..

BROWSER REQUIREMENTS 
For the browser requirements, it is recommended that you use Google Chrome or
Mozilla Firefox, as your selected internet browser when accessing the online
courses. Though this is not a requirement from our part and you are free to use
whatever browser you prefer, we recommend these browsers based on the
previous experiences that our students have shared, which made us conclude
that these browsers perform better in compliance with the course requirements
and provides easier access

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Specific courses may require additional resources and software. These additional
resources and software will be communicated to you at the beginning of the
course. Please note that Vimeo, Google, and YouTube may be used in our course
distribution, and if these services are blocked in your jurisdiction, you may have
difficulties accessing the course content. Please check beforehand with our
communication line before registering for this course if you have any concerns
about this affecting your experience throughout the duration of the online course
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (CPD)
Education and personal development are achievements that individuals
continuously aim to improve and progress. Regardless of their professional
competency, individuals are always prompted to find means of elevating their
professional capabilities, so that they can become desired by any company.
Professional development has become a highly required mechanism for
individuals aiming to earn or maintain professional competencies. Moreover,
professional development possesses various approaches that are made
available for individuals who wish to elevate their professional competencies
further. In the United Kingdom, the leading institute concerned with continuing
professional development is the Institute of Continuing Professional Development.
The term CPD is used for describing the learning activities that professionals
undertake for enhancing their skills, abilities, and competencies.  

GENERAL INFORMATION
The course is divided into manageable sections that enable you to work and
learn at your own pace. The content of the courses is intentionally designed to
provide an adequate level of engagement and interaction so that you enjoy your
professional development process. Regarding the cost, the course price displayed
on the front includes all the costs of assessment and certification. After you have
covered all the course modules, you will be subjected to an online multiple-
choice quiz taken at your time and place of preference. The successful
completion of the final quiz will make you eligible to receive a fully recognized
CPD certification that recognizes your professional development and is verifiable
by your employee through the unique ID number that is provided. Once the
course is purchased, it is compatible with all major browsers and devices, the
mobile design of our platform enables you to take the course at your own pace
and preference, as we recognize the importance of professional development.
Upon the successful completion of the course modules and quiz, you will receive
your CPD professional certification, which you may print of a copy of immediately
and add to your list of professional qualifications.
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CERTIFICATE IN CYBERSECURITY
MANAGEMENT 

READY TO LEAD THE STRATEGIC RESPONSE CYBER RISK?

ENROLL NOW

https://institute.cunitech.ca/product/certificate-in-cybersecurity-management/

